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On October 10 at Cheon Jeon Gung True Mother suddenly called on Gi-seong Lee, director of the Chung 

Pyung Heaven and Earth Training Center to go on a tour of Africa saying, "Go and light a fire in Africa." 

Mother asked him to make a Shin [Heavenly] Africa and directed Director Lee to do ancestor liberation 

there. Following Mother's direction, the Chung Pyung Training Center began preparing, offering 

devotions for a four-nation tour. The Training Center contacted the regional headquarters in Africa and 

prepared guidelines for the members to prepare internally and externally. For the nineteen-day tour, we 

had five main goals: to the help members establish a life of faith aligned with True Parents; to create a 

foundation for True Mother in Africa as members create a foundation of devotion and ancestor liberation 

for the Global Leaders' Summit this December in Senegal; to create a foundation for a new beginning and 

unity between East Africa and West Africa centered on the newly appointed chairman of the Africa 

Regional Group, Rev. Bakary Camara; for the African church leaders to have spiritual experiences so 

they can solve spiritual problems; and to hasten the victory of vision 2020 through Heavenly Tribal 

Messiah activities. 

 

 
 

In Cote d'Ivoire, a nation a nation of 24 million that is a bit larger than Poland and a bit smaller than 

Norway, Augustine Ghomsi, from the African regional headquarters, spoke to the assembled members 

about the significance of the Chung Pyung experience having come to Africa. Africa's regional group 

chairman, Rev. Bakary Camara, then expressed appreciation to all who came to the workshop. 

 



 

 

  
 

He then gave goals for Africa: To bring joy to True Parents, to proclaim the coming of Heavenly Parent's 

only daughter and for each member to achieve heavenly tribal messiah status by fulfilling the goal of 

blessing 430 couples. The team of leaders from Chung Pyung guided the members in spirit and in truth, 

presenting lectures and assisting the members in freeing spirits through the holy song sessions 

(changyang yeoksa). Rev. Jin-hwa Chung, director of International Department of the Chung Pyung 

Heaven and Earth Training Center spoke about the "Chung Pyung Holy Land and Heavenly Garden 

Project." Rev. In-pyo Moon spoke about the importance of changyang yeoksa and explained how to strike 

the various areas of one's body to liberate spirits. Rev. Gi-seong Lee spoke on the topic, "Understanding 

True Parents' Chung Pyung providence." 

 

 


